
    suggested size (mm) W H

min. 450 -

max. 1600 2500

Jumbo 40 is a roll up spring operated vertical system with 
40mm aluminium case; suitable for any kind of french door.

Innovative design accessories makes this model up to the 
actual market trends.

It is characterized by the double options for installation:

- Clips for the upper side of the case

- Lateral fixing clips

Standard model includes standard brush on the guides and 
adjustable hook; available on request with security brush and 
flat hook.
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Standard brush Security brush   

adjustable hook flat hook

standard optional
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Fai da te
do it yourself
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“Adagio” brake for spring min. width 650 mm

optional
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       suggested size (mm) W H

min. 450 -

max. 1600 2500

Jumbo 45 is a roll up spring operated vertical system with 
45mm aluminium case; suitable for any kind of french door.

Compensating caps agevolate installation also between 
uneven jambs.

It is characterized by the double options for installation:

- Clips for the upper side of the case

- Lateral fixing clips

Standard model includes standard brush on the guides and 
adjustable hook; available on request with security brush and 
flat hook.

Roll up line
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adjustable hook flat hook

standard optional
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do it yourself
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“Adagio” brake for spring min. width 650 mm

optional

Fai da te
do it yourself

Kontakt, tel +48 34 322 34 54



Jumbo 45 Chain is a vertical flyscreen chain operated with 
also a spring.

Suited for french doors and windows has a maximum overall 
dimension of 49mm.

It comes with the following standard accessories:

- Compensating caps for easy and fast installation process

- Lower adjustable hooks for uneven jambs

- Spring for mesh tensioning

- Easy opening by light pressure with a foot on a small pedal

Double options for installation: clips for the upper side of the 
case or lateral fixing clips.

      suggested size (mm) W H

min. 450 -

max. 1600 2500

Roll up line
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optional
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Lateral fixing

Upper fixing

        

                        do it yourself

Fai da te
do it yourself
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Flyscreen in kit

Roll up screen in bars

Roll up line

Newkit 40 is a roll up spring operated system with 40mm 
round aluminium case; supplied with compensating caps 
giving 10mm allowance and also facilitating installation 
by compensating an uneven jamb.

Compensating caps agevolate installation also between 
uneven jambs.

DO IT YOURSELF fly screen suitable for installation in any 
kind of door and window with three easy steps:

 Measuring

 Cutting the roller case and guides

 Fitting

Optional:

               Security brush

               “Adagio” brake for spring

 suggested size (mm) W H

min.   450 -

max. 1600 2500
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security brush
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“Adagio” brake for spring min. width 650 mm

Optional

standard

adjustable

Hooks (by request)

Optional

do it yourself
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Dualblock

DUAL BLOCK, do it yourself screen, is easy to install 

with three easy steps:

 Measuring

 Cutting the roller case and guides

 Fitting

Fai da te
do it yourself

do it yourself

“Adagio” brake for spring min. width 650 mm

optional
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